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 The History of Calliope

Calliope — pronounced Kuh-Lie-Oh-Pea — 
is named for the muse of heroic poetry in Greek 

mythology and is Pacific’s student literary and arts journal. 
Under the mentorship of William Kollock, professor of 
English, Calliope was first published in the spring of 1970.  
It has featured original art, poetry, prose, fiction, and essays 
created by Pacific’s students ever since those early days. 
Currently, it is produced through the collaborative efforts 
of students from the Departments of English and of Art 
and Graphic Design under the mentorship of Professors 
Courtney Lehmann and Brett DeBoer. Editions of Calliope 
have received national acclaim by winning Apex Awards  
for Publication Excellence. 
 Previous literary publications that served as inspiration 
for Calliope were The Pharos, an annual published from 
1893–1912, and The Hieroglyph from 1931–1933. The cover 
of the first issue of Calliope is the only one not to have 
been illustrated with artwork produced by a Pacific student, 
instead featuring a copy of an illustration by Art Nouveau 
artist Alphonse Mucha. In recent years, the cover design 
has not only reflected a specific genre or theme, but has also 
paid homage to our namesake Calliope as muse.
 Calliope continues as a vehicle of self-expression and 
creativity for Pacific students, and each issue reflects the 
talent of the students who contribute to it. Financial support 
comes from the College of the Pacific. We are privileged to 
benefit from this continued generosity.
 Magazine submissions are accepted year-round. For a 
chance to be published in a future issue of Calliope, down-
load a submission form from pacificalliope.wordpress.
com/submissions/. 
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Letter from the Design Editor  
Katie Nimmo, Calliope 2018

Designing and editing Calliope Mosaic XLIX 
was a tremendous experience, from working with the 

literary team, to selecting and pairing artwork. I had an 
incredible team last year, and I enjoyed working with them 
through every step of the process. It is a pleasure to be work-
ing on Calliope again this year, as the magazine’s photogra-
pher, under the direction of Emilie Jenkins. 
 Calliope is a unique and special experience for artists 
and designers, and offers opportunities for teamwork and  
leadership. It’s so exciting each time a new edition of the 
magazine is published because it reveals the growth and 
creativity of each person whose work it features, and who 
worked on its production.
 I look forward to exploring the artwork and literature in 
Calliope XLX 2019 how we become. 
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Letter from the Design Editor  
Emilie Jenkins, Calliope 2019

It has been a privilege and honor to be the Design 
Editor-in-Chief for Calliope XLX 2019. I express thanks 

to my design staff for their commitment to excellence and 
for being willing to share their talents — the magazine could 
not have come together without them. Special thanks to  
Professor Brett DeBoer for mentoring me throughout the 
the entire process, from summer prep in 2018 to production 
this year and everything in between. I am grateful for his 
unwavering confidence and support.
 As I approached the design of the magazine, my mind 
kept returning to the concept of form follows function. My 
challenge was to create a magazine that not only looked 
beautiful, but more importantly, displayed the inner genius 
of the work exhibited. Calliope within itself is a vehicle of 
human creative expression; emotions, feelings, and ideas are 
communicated through direct and abstract means. While 
the function of the magazine is paramount, I strategically 
designed the layout in a way that visually and aesthetically 
reinforces that expression.
 This edition of Calliope documents the continual pro-
cess of “becoming.” Throughout our lives, we are constantly 
progressing, evolving, and changing into the purest versions 
of ourselves. We each experience “becoming” in different 
ways. The featured artwork and writing mark where Pacific 
students are in their current stages of life, but also identify 
various skill levels that future growth will surpass. The work, 
collectively and individually, reflects an ongoing develop-
ment of self. 
 The overwhelming talents of the students at Pacific are 
inspiring, and I am proud to present this outstanding body 
of work created by visual and literary artists. May this issue 
of Calliope serve as an inspiration to us all, fueling our 
ongoing journey and desire to “become.”
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In Gardenland 
 Eric Orosco, Editor-in-Chief 2018

Summer’s suckled Steelhead Creek into a trickle
absent of thriving greens and white herons, of 
murk-water catfish and lulls of a current— 
Perennial tents and tarps huddle against trunks 
of trees, residents trekking levee inclines 
spotted with purple needlegrass. 
         
         Gravel-top walkers
cruising north along the levee’s curve salivate
at memories of food and drink: mother’s fingers
flipping tortillas over an open flame, ice
cubes floating in Dollar Store cups of Sunny D, 
potatoes slow-cooking under blankets of garlic, 
onion, and ground black pepper. Home pulling at
some magnet buried just below the second pair 
of ribs. 

        On his way home, a fag
considers the time he bussed to Grass Valley
to meet a guy who dreamed of becoming a porn
star. The guy mounted him in an attic bedroom
and came quickly. Thank you for being nice, the fag
said and the guy replied: I’m nice to all the boys — 
Compares the attic to the apartment off Watt
where it was easier to say nothing than to 
say no another time. Conjures a Venn diagram 
and shade the middle oval in gray.

           Twilight stitches
a blanket over the tree-lined horizon. 
The air is warm and sweat collects in the fabric
that hugs the fag’s body. He pauses and says a prayer
for lost innocence, for the years before the only
time he took his shirt off was for a man. Like a baby
spider riding a strand of silk, the prayer moves
in some direction decided by outside forces
until it tangles around a dry blade of grass. 
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Letter from the Literary Editors  
   Joslynn Howard and Ericka Wong, Calliope 2019

Writing is not a means to an end. This year’s 
publication, “how we become,” encapsulates the  

human experience through a collective creative response 
that does not act as a beginning or an end. Each individual 
comes to us with an origin story and a desire to share it. 
These stories may differ from person to person, but we all 
have a fundamental inclination to connect to a larger audi-
ence and create a communal response through writing. By 
publishing stories and poems from various authors, we seek 
to establish a moment in each author’s timeline that recog-
nizes a community. Calliope is a moment of intersection for 
all of our timelines; it is a tangible reminder that we are all 
still learning and refining our craft. The process of outlining, 
writing, editing, and publishing does not begin or end here. 
We will continue to move forward with our creative endeav-
ors, while also looking back at our past experiences. 
 We would like to congratulate the authors who were 
chosen for this year’s publication and we encourage you to 
seek out opportunities that further develop you and your 
origin story. The entire literary staff thanks you for becoming 
part of this moment in Calliope’s timeline. As you are read-
ing, discover the similarities and differences between your 
origin story and the pieces published in this magazine. We 
invite you to reflect on where you began, where you are now 
and where you will be in the future.
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 Cheli
Mariana Núñez   
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 My Mother’s Hands
Rosa Elena Mercado

I see my mother cooking in the kitchen.
Rice and beans. The usual.
Her hands work quick on the stove like a fine-tuned machine,
rushing to make food
before my father comes home from work.

It’s 7 in the morning.
My mother helps me bathe and dress.
I watch T.V. while she slicks my hair into a ponytail
When it’s almost time for school, we leave.
We walk together down the busy streets,
full of cars and noise.
But the chaos doesn’t bother me 
because I have my mother by my side.
Hurried steps and quickened pace, 
we continue down the road, 
hand in hand.

My mother, my best friend, my companion, my everything.
Amá, you keep the world from crashing down on me.
You hold it up with hands adorned in liver spots.
With hands who’ve seen the fields and the factories
and who’ve held the family together for years.
Whose hands hold me, overflowing with comfort,
and fill me with light to eradicate my darkness.
Whose hands I fear to someday never hold again
but whose warmth engraved an everlasting print on my soul.
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 Erosion I 
Jennifer Nava
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  Magic Spoon
Alison Ritchie

This wood runs deep.

 “Mangia!”

Burnt on one edge, the half-crescent
     of a crone’s moon.
It knows how to do everything
     and everything always begins with an onion.

Clockwise or widdershins
     or banged on the side of the pot,
the strict warning of the half-spiral —
     if you rest, you will burn —
the gentle fold, precise as a dancer’s fan,
     watch, be patient —
all these sigils burned into the thin
     soft wand of my grandmother’s spoon.

Hold its weightlessness and remember
     her thin blue fingers impervious to heat.
She could reach into hell or into the sun 
     and bring out something beautiful.
Her face impervious, wise, focused,
     crossed brows, lips pointed, teeth shining:

 “Watch!”

Stand on my tiptoes and peer into this cauldron.
Our history: garlic, tiny fishbones, smuggled oil,
13 laughing children with grape-blue feet, 
snails and dandelion salad,
humor like vinegar, 
anger like these sweet hot chilis that have no name,
love, red and heavy on an August vine,
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salt cast on snowy cobblestones,
these spices rolled off of ships,
the clump of oregano grows in the backyard,
strength of weeds, we’ll never get that out,
a receipt in every grain
of this spoon stained to patina (a patina, not a stain).

A recipe is spoken in the bright air,
a spell simmers for a minute. 
Measure nothing, write nothing —
Just remember this part
     is magic.

Her eyes as kind as a deer’s eyes —
Warm amber, my safe heart,
standing in a meadow, dappled with sunlight.

She holds her spoon aloft and swirls the steam in her kitchen
and says, 

“It is as I say it is,” 

and with this we make it so.
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 Card Not Accepted
Joslynn Howard

Waiting in line at the grocery store,
an infant (that drooling, cooing thing)
peers her sweet, darling face
over her mother’s shoulder directly at me. 
 (The red ribbon, knotted
 like a new shoelace in my abdomen,
 loosens —
  it begs for unravel.
 So far, I’ve kept it secured around
 my vacant womb, a nest of crimson 
  caution tape
  signaling immense
  danger ahead.
 It keeps me orderly).
The mother turns, proffering a polite smile
in my direction. I cannot conceal my juvenile
amazement over such a tiny creature.
 (I’m late for many things;
   for class;
   for practice;
   for work;
   for love.
 I’m always too late.
 Seconds slip out from under me.
 Time, fickle as it is,
 manages to keep me on a
 loose schedule).
I place my box of tampons on the conveyor belt.
 (My bodily clock works overtime
 in order to stay on task with the
 rigorous demands of life).
The infant coos, gurgling.
 (I feel a tinge of awareness,
 of sadness
 for the inevitable unravel).
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 Harmony
Amaris Woo
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Existence
Viktoria Tamas
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 the night I imagined my Impending Death
 Carolyn Lee

started with a jog, and if I were to be honest,
it was my first jog in a while,
so I didn’t feel like I deserved to go to the gym,
where bodybuilders and leg-burners seemed to require
the job description of routine, 
and where routine did not mean a while
or sporadically or just
to get a fresh breath of air.

The night I imagined my Impending Death 
was when I dared to imagine God’s creation:
the stars in the sky that seemed so clear, 
so bold,
and so — without consent.

The night I imagined my Impending Death 
was when a human closed the gap.
He meant no worries, and said “beautiful night, huh?”
I didn’t give you permission to say that,
but I guess that’s the beauty of the Land of the Free,
and I guess like my forefathers and their forefathers,
I’ll blame my Asian upbringing
whose form of a serpent came in the string of words, respect.
My three-syllabled “yes, it is” 
must have sounded more like the shotgun “it’s-a-go!”
of a track & field conductor
because you closed the gap to too close,
which I never gave you permission to do.

People say stupid stuff like 
“life’s not fair,” but it was definitely
not fair when I felt that sudden breeze.
Maybe, just maybe,
it was the breeze of a runner’s high 
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after running in a gym and stepping outside,
but I didn’t deserve the gym,
so I didn’t go to the gym,
so it must not have been that sort of breeze.

This breeze
cut sharp,
and you are to blame.

It was not fair that every step you came closer, 
I had to think a jogged-step faster of where 
I could run away from you.
It was not fair that you switched on a sort of 
defensive primal instinct not even Darwin could explain.
It was not fair that your naive belief 
to engage in a “what-a-beautiful-night-this-is!” conversation led me 
to think of my Impending Death, 
and it was most definitely not fair 
that you made my heart race faster than any jog, 
or any lovable boy.

The night I imagined my Impending Death 
I staggered back home where I moved 
from imagining to reality.
The ease of being a male whose only fear 
is opening his mouth and saying simple stuff does not compare 
to the fear felt under those night stars,
or when locked rooms are preferred over night jogs.

And if I finally dare to imagine back when,
I will only remember 
the fear, not the stars.
you, not God.

and the relief of seeing your back. 
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 Light and Shadows
Reeti Banerjee
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 Dishes
Delainey Willing

I want to smash
The dishes in your sink.
I want to scream
So loud that you have no choice but to

Listen. I want the pieces to scatter 
Across the kitchen floor
Creating a no-man’s land between us.
I want you to reach out,
Unafraid of the risk of a broken

Heart. I want you to show me
That I am more than a body
To keep you warm at night.
I want to cry,
To yell.

But I don’t.

I stay quiet.

You do the dishes
And I dry. 
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 What I Don’t Know
Rosa Elena Mercado

There’s an infinite number of things I don’t know.
I don’t know how to cook.
I don’t know how to drive stick shift.
I don’t know how not to procrastinate.
I don’t know any college student who doesn’t procrastinate.
I don’t know how to put things back together once they’ve been broken.

I don’t know how someone
can break promises they swore to keep,
severing ties made, leaving behind
fragmented pieces of memories
and vows of never ending laughter and devotion.

I don’t know how someone
could have the ability to shatter a soul,
to push and pull and disfigure
another to the point where
they no longer recognize themselves.

I don’t know how he could see my body
lying there compliant like a doll
whose purpose has been expended.

I don’t know how he could see me naked
and broken, shaking with fear
and continue to insist that this is love.
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Lonely Apparition  
                   Amaris Woo    
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 What I Know | Lo Que Se
Jasmin Hernandez

What I know is that I never leave on the dot
And because of this

I always expect a call from my mother
I say I’m on my way

But still
I turn left instead of right to fill my sleepy soul with caffeine

I begin my journey
Driving through the streets to reach the freeway

Taking the exit that I no longer miss
Because the path is sketched into my brain

All the trees and buildings that once looked identical
Now act as time marks, telling me how much longer I have

I make no stops
The whole time singing to music and pondering my life

And without realizing I have arrived
In this moment what I know is that I am content

Not for completing my journey
But for understanding that the journey is knowing 

that as far as I may choose to wander
What I know will always be my way back home
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Lo que sé es que nunca llego a tiempo
Y por esto

Siempre espero una llamada de mi madre
Le digo que estoy en camino

Pero todavía
Voy izquierda en lugar de derecha para llenar mi alma adormecida con café 

Empiezo mi viaje
Pasando por las calles para llegar a la autopista

Saliendo por la salida que ya no se me pasa
Porque el camino está esbozado en mi

Todos los árboles y edificios que antes se miraban igual
Ahora me dicen cuanto más tiempo me queda por mi viaje

No paro hasta llegar
Todo el tiempo cantando música y pensando en mi vida

Y sin darme cuenta llego a mi destino
En este momento lo que sé es que estoy contenta

No por completar mi viaje
Pero por saber que el viaje me enseña 

que aunque escojo deambular
Lo que sé siempre será mi camino a hogar
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 Self-Portrait
Mariana Núñez  
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Eyes of the Future
              Mariana Núñez  
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 Looking At Nothing
 Shay Jones
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 Body of an Empty House
Rida Fatima

Loneliness gnaws at my throat,
unwinds me from the edge of my good sense
and makes me a fool.
 
It drags my feet into a bed of smoke.
It turns me into dust and blows across
the face of my patriarch whose
integrity and pride rests on my head.
 
What am I but a body to be covered?
What am I but a mouth to be closed?
 
Turn me into wax so I can be without form.
Turn me into a river so I can flow freely.
Turn me into a bird so I can fly. 
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 Letter to a Mockingbird
 Armando Borrego

I saw you through bars today.
Nothing special —
Simply for an instant.
Wanting to unleash unfettered song and praise
Of your beauty—
I began to move toward you;
The object of my desire.
 
Suddenly, and against my wishes but,
Perhaps for the better —
I retreated.
Content to view from afar,
The sun reflecting through the
Lightness of your being.
 
Yes, finally I was content
To sit away from thee,
And appreciate instead of praise.
You perched for just a moment,
Then with grace of air — flew away…
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Issa Lish 
          Mariana Núñez   
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 A Way with Words
Kayla Phelps
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 The Waltz
Jennifer Morrow

I find you through the cracks in the script:
The brief moments of lyricism,
The blue notes and the blue skies, 
When your diction dances in three quarter time.

I rise to meet you there:
In the dips and the dives and the downbeats.
It doesn’t matter if you step on my feet—
I’ll take your hand when the music starts again. 

We waltz through time and back to the present.
We play our parts and sometimes we sell it,
But improvisation is always my favorite.
We invent the sounds that spin in our minds.
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 To Be a Kid
 Angel L’Mae Roberson

Tiny flannel pajamas
The sleeves are grey with black stitches
He wears them all day

We have little conversations
Intelligent thoughts when the sky is full of rain

“Did you know the clouds can’t hold the weight?”

I hadn’t that day
I hadn’t until he told me

Trains and buckets and colorful swords
Scattered over the wooden floor-boards

Right in front of the télé

Ce que je donnerais pour redevenir un enfant
Petit Un

Little bitty spot of sunshine
Curly wheat hair, golden skin, and caramel doe eyes

That sweetness is all I’ll ever want in life

Sing-song voice when he’s lying
The staccato breaths when he’s ready to confess
That innocent wonder whenever he speaks
That excited flare of his laugh when he wins

I love my darling
I love when he’s happy

Grabbing my hand when we get to the street
Reciting his prayers before he can sleep

Sneaking around when he thinks no one can see
He believes no one pays attention

Ce que je donnerais pour redevenir un enfant
Petit Un
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The Celebration of Life 
                           Leila Valencia 
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 McCaffrey
Becky Cooper
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 Hard Work’s Gift
Jasmin Hernandez 

Congratulations you are here
The land of wisdom and growth
Your years of struggle have paid off 
You’ve earned it, the title: 
Adult

Don’t you see it?
Don’t you feel it?
The success, freedom, happiness, and everything they said it would be
Be proud, you’ve earned it all on your own
So much has been gained
And what has been lost was never needed 

The strangers? They never needed your smiles
The magic? It only blinded you from the truth
Innocence? You’re wiser without it
Loneliness? You are your new best friend

Nothing has been lost
The reality has emerged with your new title 
It’s always been there waiting for the right time
It happens to the most hard-working of us
Welcome to the rest of your life 
Welcome to adulthood
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 Suffocate
 Chanel Tse
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 I Kept The Memories
Kimberly Jackson 

The happy times are dipped in honey 
Memories outlined in gold when the sun hit him just right
They tasted sweet on my tongue as I reminded him
of the time we danced in the rain as he sang to me 

“I don’t remember that,” he whispered to the ground.

The hard times come back as muscle memory
My heart a chainsaw ripping through my chest
My lips performing CPR every time we kissed
trying to bring the life back into his eyes 
My hands shaking as I call for help 
Lies dripping from my mouth as I assure him 
I’m just texting 

I see pieces of him everywhere
shrapnel never cleaned up after his public implosions
I used to be scared when I heard the train go by
worried he had jumped onto the tracks
When I walk to class I take the long way around 
I can’t bear to see the pieces of him left on the sidewalk 
from when the cops dragged him screaming to the hospital
But he doesn’t remember that either
 
I kept the memories in the breakup
They fell out of his pocket as he left
and I stopped to pick them up but he never looked back
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A Healthy Breakfast
Isabel Enriquez
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 Q & A
 Joslynn Howard

 What do you think?

  I don’t believe in mountains,
  they are too tall, too wide,
  take up too much space
  to reveal small truth.

Do you trust them?

  I don’t trust glass doors
  or walking bridges above
  fifty feet. I’m afraid
  of transparency. 

 Why are you scared?
 
  I don’t know much about myself
  or about gardening because
  everything I touch wilts,
  dying in my arms.

How do you grow?

  I don’t think I can have children.
  Something in me hums
  with hollowing
  stale youth.

Do you want kids?

  I don’t want to take another pill
  or smile when my throat 
  is tight with frustration
  like a baby’s fist.
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Why do you pretend to be happy?

  I don’t believe that roses take root
  but I am willing to try
  again, and again
  if you are.

What else do we have to lose?
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 Beach Party
 Sofia Bunnell
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 Good Catholic Girls
Delainey Willing 

Good catholic girls don’t do
What I’ve done. 
They don’t drink
To forget,
They don’t get high
To smile,
They don’t smoke 
To die,
And spread their legs wide.

But,
Then again
I guess I’ve never been
A good catholic girl. 
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 Noah’s Rocker
Leila Valencia
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 The Jar
Dominique Cottrell 

Like a fool, blinded by my own hubris, I
Bought a jar of olives.
And now they sit, judgingly,
As I eat. They watch me from their 
Little jar, every tiny
Pepper in the center a pupil.
 
They roll back and forth in that glass,
Pickled like, well, olives. And here I sit
With no martinis 
And no sandwiches 
And no fancy cheese parties.

Why do they stare at me like that?
They press in, their weight on my shoulders.
I am pressed down in the moment, 
Alone.
Behind me, the lights buzz. 

Such a simple motion, to open
A jar. 
I breathe through my mouth.
If I was at home, I could open them.
If I was with someone, I could 
Open them.

Here I am. 
Watching the olives.
And as I sit,
The olives watch me.

Breathe in. 
Breathe out.
I grasp at the jar, the
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Green speckled cap smooth
Under my fingers.

My hand tightens as I grasp
The lid, applying pressure.
They’ve had their last
Stare. There’s only one
Winner here.

But then I retreat.
The olives can have
One more day. And so I 
Put them back on their shelf.

The topmost one looks at 
Me. I look back. 

Tomorrow. 
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 Fragments
 Delainey Willing 

Fragments lay scattered around
Waiting for me to finish
What I’ve already begun.
Poems with incomplete rhymes;
Books with missing chapters.
They sit in my kitchen
Next to the cereal. Maybe move this sentence… 

 “Finish Me.”
They whisper.

…here. It continues the thread of where they are. 
They perch on my shower curtain rod
Begging for any hit or nod.
They dress up in my clothes,
Like they’re trying to possess me
To finish what I’ve already begun.
But words don’t come easy
And time runs by
So they wait

And wait

And wait

Nagging at the back of my mind. 
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Nauseous
     Corinthian Machabie
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  Still
Lillian Jiang
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 Ghosts
Sabrina Ballin 

the moonlight shines cold
on white bones scattered 
all across the open field

it is confusing to me why these bones
never found a home
why these bones never 
got to rest in piece

these people had families
these people had friends
yet here they are
all scattered amongst one another

this hand could belong to this leg
or this arm could belong to that femur
way over there 

i can see it so well 
it is as if someone 
is shining a flashlight down 
looking for something they have lost
 
i never believed in ghosts
but here i am
a ghost among my friends
that never got to carry on 

they shine their light down
like a path
but no one knows
no one can see
no one will come looking
just like they didn’t for me

now here i am
a ghost among bones 
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 Annuals 
Kimberly Jackson

I was eighteen years old 
and the kind of drunk you only get on new year’s
You tucked me into bed and kissed my freckled face 
I stared into your eyes a little too deeply and said

“I’m gonna marry you someday”
You whispered back, “Get some sleep” 

I was nineteen years old when you broke my heart
The kind of broken that only happens 
when you really loved someone. 
You left a hole in my life 
I filled it with a lot of men who weren’t you. 

I was twenty years old and we had a secret love 
The kind of love that blooms out of sidewalk cracks but 
is really just a weed growing back 
because the roots weren’t pulled up. 
You reminded me too much of who you used to be. 
I needed more than you could give me. 

I’m twenty-one now and it’s Autumn 
You came to see me 
the way past lovers posing as friends do
I had missed the way music sounded from your fingertips
I had missed the dip of your collarbones
You had missed the way I laughed 
And the deep red color you see when you look at me
Is it only the leaves that fall every year?
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 California Poppies
                        Christy Lenzi
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Overthinking
Crystal Naive Baltazar
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“Why?”
Caitlin Reynolds

Misunderstanding,
That’s all any conversation really is.

“How are you?” “Good.”

That’s not really how I’d describe
Losing someone who once was so dear to me.
But how else am I supposed to answer,
Without giving away too much?

Naive was I, so long ago.
To trust another to know too much.
Every fear, thought, and secret
Was given to him.

The only thing he gave to me
Was a rotating blade.
Just short enough to feel every movement as it turned;
Yet sharp enough to carve through the remaining heart.

But again, misunderstanding
Because how else
Was I supposed to interpret

“I’ll take all your fears, thoughts, and secrets to the grave.”
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 Untitled
Julissa Andrade
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 The Mountain Man I Hide In
Rida Fatima

We’re both bored and lonely and desperate.
That’s a bad combination.
Mistaking company for connection,
sex for intimacy.
His bed is wrinkled with sadness which
holds me dearly like depression.
 
I never feel good after I leave.
I never feel good on my way there.
But the in between —
 
when I’ve got him over me,
under me, in my mouth —
the world comes to a stop.
Time is still. Thoughts are still.
 
We hold each other’s guilt,
fill the empty space with small talk,
just to have someone to hold onto.
 
A body to fuck.
A mouth to kiss.
A name to hang on the wall. 
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 Migration in the Delta, 2019: 
 A Screenprint Installation 
by Tressa Jones and students from Professor Daniel  
Kasser’s Printmaking I and Sculpture I Classes
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 paper Ladies
 Carolyn Lee

should not be ripped but
‘should not’ does not mean ‘will not’
so when paper Ladies are ripped 
they are ripped because of scissors. 
scissors beat paper Ladies even though
scissors should be chivalrous but
‘should be’ does not mean ‘will be’ yet 
scissors say that it is not his fault.
it is not his fault because of the rocks
that he grew up in: 
the rocky path, the childhood brokenness
the fathers that faltered as scissors 
that were, too, under rocky structures,
rocks: they’re thrown at scissors who cut 
paper Ladies who wrap their ripped arms
around the rocks, that too, are thrown at them,
rocks: that say 8½ by 11 is too big, too assertive, 
too heavy, rocks: that are reflective,
exposing the lines and holes of paper Ladies 
should not be ripped but always are
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 Naked Revival
Joslynn Howard
For Jessi

PART I
 

She stands beyond the blooming greenbelt.  
I stare from a distance, admiring the foreboding notion 

of an approaching death. Her hair— the color and smell of 
honey and cinnamon — captures my undivided attention. I 
wish to wrap the curls around my fingers and tie her to me 
for safekeeping, but the drastic emerald of the greenbelt cuts 
all ties that could ever, and will ever, connect us.
 Spinning in a circle, I am unable to pinpoint where the 
blue ends and where the treetops begin. My preferred sky is 
that dark night time being that merges with the trees without 
question of where one starts and the other ends. It drapes 
across the earth with solid assurance that it hides me from 
the monsters that come out to play when the sun goes down. 
Undeterred by the awareness of my own monstrosity, I 
embrace this harsh midnight with a sense of pride that I have 
mastered it. Until I come to understand that I am wrong, 
and it has only mastered me. The betrayal of this complex 
and unequal relationship haunts me when the blue becomes 
bright and I, too, must lighten up.
 I focus my energy upon the young woman who is wel-
coming the brightness of day. I feel something close to envy. 
With her face turning upwards to the sky, her honeysuckle 
hair glints as it reflects the rays of the sun and her pale cream 
skin accepts warmth into her pores. My jealousy grows with 
every glance and I am determined to know what makes her 
so shamelessly fearless. I sit weak and timid on this bench 
beneath a tree on the edge of my own dying orchard.
 My first step, tender and unsure, is that of a toddler’s. 
The earth remains solid beneath my bare feet and I exhale. 
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I reach her and I realize that I am uncertain as to why I de-
cided to go to her in the first place. She gazes at me, her lips 
turning upwards into a coy smile.
  Having forgotten what I must know, I say, “Tell me.”
  “I don’t know anything that you can’t learn for yourself.” 
 Her speech is so smooth; it falls from her mouth in a wa-
terfall of perfect pitch. I want to tear at her beautiful throat 
with my painted blue claws. With a fading smile, she disap-
pears into the surrounding trees and disperses with the wood 
that blackens as the sun sets. 

PART II
 

The water is hot. It burns, but I cannot bring myself 
to leave the womb of liquid in which I have submerged 

myself. I am the embryo that never hatched — never emerged 
from its porcelain shell. The water moves as I move, shaping 
itself to fit snugly around my soft body. I am covered with a 
distinct layer of clarity. It is magnifying my flaws. Suddenly, I 
feel overwhelmed. I push myself up and out of my incubator.
  From the bathroom window, I stare out at my dying 
orchard. Each year, the harvest becomes a fading endeavor. 
Barefoot and naked beneath my towel, I make my way to the 
edge of the orchard, where I sat earlier that week admiring 
the unnamed young woman.
  Without shame, I let the towel drop onto the dirt floor, 
shivering as the cold air envelops me. Taking firm steps 
across the soft dirt with bare feet, I lay my naked body  
across the damp soil and sigh. I melt into the earth and  
feed the trees with the water dripping from my skin. My 
soul dissolves and mixes with the soil. I have never felt  
more grounded.
  A soft gasp and a rustle of leaves — these are the warning 
signs. I’m afraid that if I move, my existence might come to 
a halt. 
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  “Dear God.”
 I feel the earth shift beneath me.
  She stands at the end of my feet and whispers, “He can’t 
hear you.”
  “I know that.” This is a flimsy defense case. We both 
know it. “I was just saying it.”
  “Why?” She stalks around me, and only then do I notice 
her nakedness. “Why do you say things just to say it?”
  “Because that’s what people do.”
  “Don’t be like people.” She sits beside me and her naked 
side brushes mine. 
  We fall in love in a way that is meant to be, and that an-
gers me. It starts with a kiss in the orchard. It nearly kills me. 
My heart stutters and stops for a half a second. It has been 
trying to catch up for lost time ever since. 

PART III
 

The waves crash and curl, time after time.  
The sky stretches out before me, meeting the sea at a 

halfway point that does not exist. Infinity is terrifying when 
all I do is think about the end. 
  Crash. My soul winces. Curl. My toes dig deeper into 
the hot sand. Crash. I am alive. Curl. My heart syncs with 
the tides and I am one with the sea. Crash. This is what it 
feels like to just be. Curl. I am wishing that it was always this 
simple. Crash. 
 When the sun begins to set and the children leave the 
beach, we set out towards the cooling water. It prunes our 
naked skin and I struggle to keep my head just above the 
surface. It would be too easy to dive beneath the bluish green 
and never return. I could make friends with all the creatures 
that shimmer and glide. This is my chance, I think, but her 
legs brushing against mine bring me back to reality.
  Back on the beach, she wraps her hair in a towel and 
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exhales, “I love you.” 
 There is no hesitation or confusion in her words. Sud-
denly, I realize that this is an emergency. Life or death situa-
tions of “could be love” are what keep me up at night. I love 
in simple desperation to be loved in return, but this moment 
is so surreal that I worry it is all a ploy to break my  
flimsy heart.
  “Thank you, Eve.” 
 Instantly, I regret it. I open my mouth, close it, open it 
again, and snap it shut once more.
  Her laugh is surprising, but my body relaxes at the 
sound. Leaning forward, she places her lips on mine. “How 
could I expect anything else from you?”
  “You can’t.” 
 She curls against my chest, and I kiss the top of her 
head. Our bodies melt together. We are one.

PART IV
 

On her bad days, I go out and pick flowers 
from the meadow where I first saw her. I tie them 

together with a blue ribbon and lay them by her side. The 
colors, she says, remind her of what it feels like to be happy. I 
hold her hand and read her stories until there is a smile upon 
her dazzling face once more. After I wash and braid her hair, 
we go out into the garden and plant flowers of our own.
 We watch them grow: roses and irises and sunflowers 
and tulips. After they have bloomed, Eve and I wait for them 
to die in the winter. I fall in love with the rain and clouds  
and hail — the way I fell in love with her— over and over 
again. Winter is no longer a hateful being, but an act of 
cleaning the slate and starting anew. Eve is my winter; she  
is my new beginning. 
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PART V
 

Eve does nothing to rid me of my sadness, but   
 she manages my loneliness. Together, we listen to Janis 

Joplin on vinyl in the heat of an impending summer, with 
popsicle juice dripping down our chins. In the company of 
another, my inner contempt wanes slightly, but on most days 
I still think about dying young.
 This world is where we come to die, yet finding vali- 
dation in death seems pathetic at my age. What does the 
world expect of me? I am sick and tired of expectations   
and conventional rules that dictate when I must be ecstatic  
or suicidal. 
 The first time she holds my hand is in the emergency 
room, and I am soaring. “You lost a lot of blood,” they say. 
“You don’t lose something on purpose,” I respond. They lock 
me away in a sterile room and make me talk about how I 
feel. I tell them that I feel like giving up. They don’t like to 
hear that.
 Eve visits me day after day and I keep waiting for her to 
forget about me, but she never does. Eve tells me that I am 
her lifeblood and that if I leave, then she will too. 
 When they ask me again about how I’m feeling, I tell 
them what they want to hear, because that’s the only way 
 to get these people to leave you alone. They release me  
from captivity.
 For some reason, life loses its meaning on days like 
these. I truly hate my suicidal tendencies, but sometimes the 
pain in my chest is all that reminds me how to breathe. Ex-
cept, there is still Eve. Many days I cannot force myself from 
my bed because it is soft and safe and everything the world 
is not. She sits beside the bed and holds my hand. Eve tells 
me to squeeze it whenever I have a bad thought. I squeeze  
it constantly.
 After many protests, I allow her to brush and braid my 
hair. Eve protects me from thinking about the kitchen knives 
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hidden in the next room. I know she hides all the sharp 
objects in a shoebox under the couch. She knows that I could 
mark my skin with anything if I was determined enough. I 
am. She reminds me that I am breathing and smiling and 
loving. She reminds me that I am not alone.

PART VI
 

I      stopped wearing clothes last week. She told me 
that it will give me cancer, and I said that the only thing 

killing me is me. She thought that was clever. I know she 
knows I’m not joking. She said, “Strip to your birthday suit,” 
and I did. 
  Eve and I are equals; she is not my god and I am not 
hers, yet we worship each other’s bodies as if they are each 
something holy. I cup her breast and drink from it; each of 
her freckles is devoted a day of prayer. I pray that I can mem-
orize the constellations on her skin before my time is up. 
  My nakedness has purity to it that I can neither pinpoint 
nor describe — it has something to do with the fact that I am 
going through life blindly. On the anniversary of my birth, 
I called for a firing squad, and my entire family showed up. 
Their words were just what I had hoped for, and when they 
left, I had a pain that spiraled through my entire body like a 
migraine resting in the center of my heart. Naked and brave, 
I paint my skin with the icing on the cake, and by the end of 
the night, I am not one of the people. I am a member of the 
sky. I am a scratch in the universe — a glimmer of could be, 
would be, light and love. Eve and I settle beneath a dead tree 
in the orchard and I pick the last fruit from its brittle bones. 
She licks the icing from my freckled skin. I whisper: “I am,  
I am, alive, I am.” This is my revival. “You are,” she whispers, 
“you are, alive, you are.” I let a tear slip away and it falls 
upwards into the midnight sky, becoming another star to 
remind me that even the most painful things are beautiful. 
                    h  h  h
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Brittle But Brave
                   Carmen Cobian


